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ON THE CONNEXION OF QUATERNIONS WITH 
CONTINUED FRACTIONS AND QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

Communicated 8 December 1851.
[Proc. Roy. Irish Acad. vol. v (1853), pp. 219-21, 299-301.]The Secretary, in the absence of Sir W. R. Hamilton, read the following remarks on the connexion of Quaternions with continued fractions and quadratic equations.1. If we write ‰ ‰ at7/ — __2_ Li _ ∙L

x a1+a2+'"ax Dx,it is known (see Sir J. F. W. HerscheΓs Treatise on Finite Differences) that the numerator and denominator of the resultant fraction satisfy two equations in differences, which are of one common form, namely,
Ar+ι ~ Aεαz+ι ÷ Az.-1δa.+1, Dx+1- Dxax+1 + Dx~ibx+1.And by the nature of the reasoning employed, it will be found that these equations in differences, thus written, hold good for quaternions, as well as for ordinary fractions.2. Supposing a and b to be two constant quaternions, these equations in differences aresatisfied by supposing ¾ = c⅛ + C⅛ ⅛ = ⅛ + E½

C + C' = 0, Cq1 + C'q2 = b, E + E' = l, Eq1 + E'q2 = a∖
C, C', E, E' being four constant quaternions, determined by the four last conditions, after finding two other and unequal quaternions, q1 and q2, which are among the roots of the quadratic equation, q2 = qa + b.3. By pursuing this track it is found, with little or no difficulty, that2‰ +Î, +‰where
q1, q2, being still supposed to be two unequal roots of the lately written quadratic equation in quaternions, + ⅛4. Let the continued fraction in quaternions be-=(⅛Lthen the quadratic equation becomes „
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X. QUATERNIONS AND CONTINUED FRACTIONS 305and two unequal roots of it are the following:21 = ⅛(l + ⅛-t√-fc)> q2 = ι^ι + i-j-Jc).Substitution and reduction give hence these two expressions:. 2nπ, . × o sin——m2n 0=________________ 2_____________ ;∖⅛+∕ . . 2wπ j . (2n — l)π,t sm — ---- k sin  ----- -——-o o

λ l Ί ∖2n-1zx ∙ (2n— l)π2÷(⅛) 0 = 1 _ sii,lt .
i — k . 2(n-l)π . . 2nπ,sm 3 +J sin—which may easily be verified by assigning particular values to n. No importance is attached by the writer to these particular results: they are merely offered as examples.5. It may have appeared strange that Sir William R. Hamilton should have spoken of two unequal quaternions, as being among the roots, or two of the roots, of a quadratic equation in quaternions. Yet it was one of the earliest results of that calculus, respecting which he made (in November 1843) his earliest communication to the Academy, that such a quadratic equation (if of the above-written form) has generally six roots:* whereof, however, two only are real 

quaternions, while the other four may, by a very natural and analogical extension of received language, be called imaginary quaternions. But the theory of such imaginary, or partially imaginary quaternions, in short, the theory of what Sir William R. Hamilton has ventured to name i Biquaternions., in a paper already published, appears to him to deserve to be the subject of a separate communication to the Academy.↑
Communicated 24 May 1852.6. Sir William R. Hamilton read a supplementary Paper in illustration of his communication of the 8th of December last, on the connexion of Quaternions with continued fractions and quadratic equations. JIn this paper he assigned the four Bi quaternions which are the imaginary roots of the equation g2 = tfi+jjand showed that these were as well adapted as the two real roots assigned in his former communication, to furnish the real quaternion value of the continued fraction,

(⅛)'"∙He also showed that when the continued fraction
--(⅛r∙

,. . ∕ b ∖∞converges to a limit, u = uao- I 1 θ>* [See Lectures, article 553.] f [See Lectures, article 669.]t [See X, articles l-5.]
20 H4I
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306 X. QUATERNIONS AND CONTINUED FRACTIONSthe two quaternions a and b being supposed to be given and real, then this limit u is equal to 
that one of the two real roots of the quadratic equations in quaternions,

u2 + ua = b,

which has the lesser tensor·, and gave geometrical illustrations of these results.The two real quaternion roots of the quadratic equation, q2 = qi+j, being, as in article 4,3,ι = ⅜(l+⅛+>-^), 3,2 = ⅛(-1+⅛-J'-^),it is now shown that the four imaginary roots are
Q3 ~ 2 (1 ~f^ V- θ)- ία = 2 - V-θ)-9,5 = ⅛(ι' + ^) + i(1 -j)V-3> 9,β = ⅜(i + ^)-⅜(1~but that in whatever manner we group them, two by two, even by taking one real and one imaginary root, the formula‰=(1→J^10>x5i-9,2)> θr Γ⅞7 = v*>

ax ' 71where vx-q2v0q^x, v0 = u° + ^2, and which is at once simpler and more general than the w0 + <∕ιequations previously communicated, conducts still to values of the continued fraction ux, or (ι⅛^) θ, whi°h agreθ with those formerly found, and may be collected into the following period of six terms,wθ = 0, u1 = k, u2 = ⅜(k-i), u3 = k-i, ui=-i, u5 = co, u6 = (), u7 = k, &c.In general it may be remembered that q1, q2, are roots of the quadratic equation q2 = qa + b. As an example of a continued fraction in quaternions which, instead of thus circulating,
converges to a limit, the general value ofκ*=⅛⅛Γcwas assigned for any arbitrary quaternion c, by the help of the quadratic equation 

q2 = 5qi + 107 ;and it was shewn that with only one exception, namely, the case when c= (2fc - 4i), the limit in question was (for every other value of c),
u=(S^°c-2k~i∙
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